'When the Sum is Greater than its Parts'

What can Catalyst Automate?
There are no limits to Catalyst's flexibility for applications. They can be online or batch, totally integrated or stand-alone, in-house or with a service bureau. Catalyst can be used by any type of business
organization - centralized or decentralized, large or
small, multinational, multicompany, corporation, partCatalyst relates to any
nership, or proprietorship.
type of industry - service, manufacturing, retail or
government. It is an all-purpose product that makes
the computer's benefits accessible to any organization.
Catalyst can be used to automate virtually any application because of its generalized approach to defining transactions, files, procedures, input, output, reports and inquiries.

Catalyst's Key Features

language procedures through to the lowest detail line
of every transaction processed within the system.

Reliability
Catalyst has achieved a degree of excellence that will
impress your data processing experts. It incorporates
sophisticated technical facilities such as complete system and data integrity; automatic 'global system generation and regeneration
of programs, database,
screens, and reports; a universal fixer for database
damage; and built-in conversion and file maintenance
utilities. These allow your system to produce accurate
results under normal operating conditions. Catalyst
also simplifies computer operations so that the recovery time until the system is operational after hardware
failures is dramatically reduced.

Catalyst makes your computer speak English. If you
are confused at any point, it will give you a complete
explanation of what is happening. During the specification stage, you tell Catalyst your company's operational terminology, and from then on, it uses your
terms. This allows key management and supervisory
staff to update and instruct the computer directly,
without the assistance of systems staff.
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Efficiency
Catalyst's unique 'one-write' business architecture
virtually eliminates the traditional systems design approach, thereby allowing for a 20 fold decrease in systems development time and up to a 20 to 30 fold improvement
in operational
throughput
time over
conventional methods.
Catalyst can integrate any outside menu formats
and files into the system within hours, thus reducing
systems conversion costs to almost nothing. Therefore
any previous system development investments can
continue to be utilized while expanding related functions quickly and easily with Catalyst.

Auditability
For financial applications, Catalyst works with your
Chart of Accounts to produce any level of financial
reporting from Consolidated Financial Statements to
detailed Transaction Registers.
Catalyst utilizes a 'white box' design, that allows
for complete visibility and auditability from its English
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Simplicity and Control
After 30 years of dependency on technical experts,
Catalyst provides the missing link in office automation. It transforms the computer into a tool that is
easier to use than a desktop calculator, but one that can
process millions of transactions at the speed of light.
Catalyst allows you to benefit from all the savings a
computer can generate, without the huge front-end
investment in systems development, without leadtimes measured in years, and without sacrificing the
full and personal control of your business.
You've built your company

to succeed,

and with

Catalyst, you hold the power to command that success.

